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RGL SURPASSES 1,000,000 WORK HOURS WITHOUT 
OSHA RECORDABLE SAFETY INJURY  

Milestone marks tremendous accomplishment for RGL’s In-Plant Division 

 
 
Green Bay, Wis. (April 17, 2014) – RGL, THE WHAT IF LOGISTICS COMPANY, based in Green Bay, Wis., 
announced today that its In-Plant Division recently surpassed 1,000,000 work hours without an OSHA recordable injury.  
 
The last recordable OSHA incident within RGL’s In-Plant Division was July 2007. The announcement of this tremendous 
milestone represents nearly seven years without a safety incident for this division.  
 
“RGL’s commitment to fostering a culture of safety starts with our “People Vision” which states that ‘every day our 
people go home safe, healthy and fulfilled,’” said Bob Johnson, CEO of RGL. “This milestone would not have been 
reached without the day-to-day focus on making safety the highest priority for employees.”   
 
The In-Plant Division of RGL, which conducts material handling operations within the facilities of one of RGL’s most 
notable logistics clients, has fewer employees than many companies hitting the one million hour mark, making the 
accomplishment all that more impressive. 
 
“RGL’s commitment to safety starts with our associates,” said Taylor Reeck, Area Leader of the In-Plant Division at RGL. 
“We start talking safety right away in the interview and continue to stress it through training and orientation. We learn 
from any mistakes, we share our learnings with our teams, and make adjustments to ensure we’re utilizing the best 
practices. We take a lot of pride in safety.” 
 
One of the ways RGL has reached this milestone is with a focused approach to personal health and safety. In 2013, RGL 
was awarded a Corporate Safety Award by the Wisconsin Safety Council and the Wisconsin Department of Workforce 
Development for exemplary safety records and excellence in safety and health management.  
 
“The one million hours without an OSHA reportable injury is a milestone we are proud to have achieved,” said Carol 
Jamrosz, vice president of risk management for RGL. “Every day we work to instill and live out a safety culture at RGL. 
We look out for each other and focus on behaviors, instead of just looking at results.” 
 
For more information on RGL, please visit www.rgllogistics.com. 
 
About RGL  
Based in Northeast Wisconsin, RGL provides core expertise in transportation, distribution and handling for companies 
across the country. RGL embraces a wholly different approach to managing supply chains for its customers. With its 
“WHAT IF Logistics” approach, RGL partners with its customers to develop creative solutions that simplify, improve, and 
slash waste from their supply chain. For more information, visit www.RGLlogistics.com. 
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